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Dynamic and active managed accounts at an attractive cost. 

The portfolio is a dynamic cost-effective multi-asset portfolio 
with approximately 30% growth assets and 70% defensive 
assets. The focus for this portfolio is to provide long-term 
returns and to manage investment risks over time. 

Main market highlights: 

 Global equity markets were weaker in the first quarter 
of the year with headwinds from tighter monetary 
policy, i.e. faster interest rate hikes, and the invasion of 
Ukraine. An equity market rebound in March helped 
offset some of the losses as investors grew slightly 
more comfortable with the economy’s ability to 
withstand these headwinds. Australian equities proved 
to be much more resilient, with higher commodity 
prices leading to gains. 

 Government bonds sold off viciously due to the steep 
repricing of higher short-term cash rates as a reaction 
to higher inflation. Some central banks, including the 
US Federal Reserve, increased their cash rates and 
are signaling multiple rate hikes over the next two 
years. 

Main portfolio highlights: 

 The portfolio was down -2.9%1 during the quarter. 
Global fixed income sold off with higher interest rates. 
Central banks are reacting to higher inflation and will 
look to raise rates quickly.  

 Within the fixed income part of the portfolio, floating 
rate credit strategies such as loans outperformed 
government bonds and cash. 

Chart of portfolio positioning 

Asset allocation as at 31/03/2022
Asset allocation classification may differ depending on platforms

The portfolio was down -2.9%1

during the quarter. Global fixed 
income sold off with higher interest 
rates. Central banks are reacting 
to higher inflation and will look to 
raise rates quickly.

Chart of performance  

Cumulative returns (monthly) as of 31/03/2022. 
September 2020 return is a part month return from 7/09/20. 

Long-term investing: Positioning for 5 years and 
beyond 

 Defensive assets such as fixed income and cash 
have an allocation of 67% in the portfolio. A tilt to 
credit further enhances the long-term return potential, 
but also increases the risk of losses. Government 
bonds are universally expensive and portfolio holdings 
are relatively low but held for diversification benefits.

 The portfolio has a long-term asset allocation of 
33% to return generating assets (including high 
yield debt and other extended fixed income).
Growth asset valuations are higher than average and 
return expectations for US shares and high yield debt 
are low. However, growth assets are still preferred due 
to superior returns relative to defensive assets over the 
medium term.   

 Strategically, the portfolio has positions in cheaper 
and higher momentum securities as per our 
researched beliefs. Additionally, we prefer emerging 
markets over developed market equities (e.g. the US).
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erformance results are net of management fees for both the Managed Portfolio and the underlying managers’ fees and costs. They assume income received 
reinvested without any tax deduction. An individual investor’s performance will differ from the performance shown above depending on a range of factors. 
st performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Refer to the Important Information and your platform operator for more information.
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Dynamic positioning: Managing positions over the next 
12 to 18 months 

 During the selloff in January and February 2022, we 

added equities and high-yield debt via the dynamic real 

return core. This was an efficient way of rebalancing 

the total portfolio and led to some upside participation 

in the rebound in March. The increase in the Australian 

dollar was another effective way of adding risk into the 

portfolio.

 Looking forward, we expect to increase growth asset 

exposure on major market reversals and decrease 

growth asset exposure on market rallies. This is a very 

important time to remain flexible, as there are 

competing forces related to inflation and growth.

 We retain the same themes: overweight emerging 
market equities over developed markets, overweight 
global small caps versus large caps and overweight 
floating rate credit versus government bonds. 

Active security selection: 

 The Australian equity managers outperformed over the 

quarter, with strong performances from Allan Gray and 

Vinva. There was another strong rotation into cheaper 

sectors and stocks. The energy sector performed well 

and this benefited Allan Gray. The global equity 

managers performed in line with the benchmark. The 

top-performing managers in global equities for the 

quarter, relative to their benchmarks, were Numeric 

(quant) and Oaktree (emerging markets). The worst-

performing managers for the quarter were Morgan 

Stanley (growth) and Fiera (quality growth). 

 Within the fixed income portfolio, Metrics Credit 

(Australian loans) posted a positive return. However, 

the other fixed income managers were challenged with 

credit spreads widening and interest rates rising. Credit 

struggled amid expectations of faster-than-expected 

US rate hikes and the war in Ukraine. 

Chart of changes to asset allocation since           
31 December 2021  

Asset allocation as at 31/03/2022 

Australian equity strategy weights (including a 
look through into the dynamic real return 
strategy) 

Asset allocation as at 31/03/2022 

Chart of regional exposure for equity allocation 

Asset allocation as at 31/03/2022 

Top 10 stock positions in Russell Investments 
Global Opportunities Fund. The portfolio holds 
3% of the strategy on a look through basis. 

NAME WEIGHT 

Microsoft Corp 4.0% 

Alphabet Inc 3.4% 

Apple Inc 2.7% 

Taiwan 
Semiconductor 2.0% 

UnitedHealth 1.5% 

Amazon Inc 1.5% 

Johnson & Johnson 1.1% 

Roche Holdings 1.0% 

Samsung Electronic 1.0% 

Meta Platforms Inc 1.0% 

Asset allocation as at 31/03/2022 -4% -2% 0% 2% 4%
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Cash
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Portfolio weights - % (as at 31/03/2022) 

AUSTRALIAN SHARES AUSBIL 130/30 FOCUS FUND 1.6 

ALLAN GRAY AUSTRALIA EQUITY FUND 2.4 

PENDAL FOCUS AUSTRALIAN SHARE FUND 4.7 

GLOBAL SHARES VANGUARD EMERGING MARKETS SHARES FUND 1.9 

INTERNATIONAL EQUITY INDEX FUND 6.5 

VANGUARD INTERNATIONAL SHARES INDEX FUND (HEDGED) 0.5 

PROPERTY AUSTRALIAN PROPERTY INDEX FUND 3.1 

FIXED INCOME AUSTRALIAN FIXED INTEREST INDEX FUND 19.8 

INTERNATIONAL FIXED INTEREST INDEX FUND HEDGED 8.0 

VANGUARD INTERNATIONAL CREDIT SECURITIES INDEXED HEDGED FUND 1.6 

CASH AMP CAPITAL CASH MANAGEMENT TRUST 14.3 

DYNAMIC REAL RETURN CORE RUSSELL INVESTMENTS MULTI-ASSET INCOME STRATEGY FUND - CLASS A 35.6 

For more information please visit our website:  

russellinvestments.com.au/cornerstone or  

contact your Invest Blue representative:1300 346 837

Important information 

This brochure contains information that is general in nature. It does not take into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any 
particular person. You need to consider your financial situation and needs before making any decisions based on this information. 

Invest Blue Pty Ltd (ABN 91 100 874 744) and Subsidiaries trading as Invest Blue, is an Authorised Representative and Credit 
Representative of AMP Financial Planning Pty Limited ABN 89 051 208 327, Australian Financial Services Licence and Australian Credit 
Licence No. 232706. 

https://russellinvestments.com/au/solutions/financial-advisers/cornerstone

